Take-off Quickly with
Sierra Systems’
AI-in-5-Days Challenge

AI

Have AI Capabilities in 5 Days

AI Agnostic Vendor

Early integration of AI is more than its initial competitive advantage. Executives
and employees with hands-on machine learning experience become betterprepared for this technological disruption, gaining insight into how AI’s capabilities
should be integrated into existing workflows for optimal results.

Sierra Systems, an NTT
DATA Company, is a trusted
IT advisor, able to provide
detailed support for all
dominant AI vendors:

Evolve Your Use Case into Viable Product
Our speed, efficiency and communication drastically lowers the risks in launching
your AI use case into a minimal viable product. With rapid execution, Sierra
Systems’ award-winning AI architects review your use case, help clearly define the
AI “ask”, and confirm the needed data is accessible and properly labeled.
Within two days, a
DAY 1 - Kick-off
DAY 3 - Refine Accuracy
functional model
• Kick-off meeting
• Transform data as required
is ready for review,
• Review of approach
• Revise initial model
and the iterative
• Review use case
• Review 2nd gen AI results
process of reviewing • Assess data
and refining starts.
• Identify appropriate
DAY 4 - Refine Accuracy
technology
This process leads to
• Transform data as required
natural knowledge
• Revise initial model
DAY 2 - Initial Model
transfer with your
• Review 3rd gen AI results
• Build data pipeline
in-house team.
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• Transform data as required

DAY 5 - Wrap-Up
In parallel, our
• Build initial model
•
Review AI model’s results
change management- • Review 1st gen AI results
• Discuss next steps
based methodology
prepares your organization for the change required to realize the full potential of
AI. The process continues until your system is production-ready.
Proven Delivery
Sierra Systems has installed image recognition, natural language tools, and
classification systems across Canada - with award-winning results and large ROIs.
Learn more on the depth of AI available today by contacting your local Sierra
Systems’ account representative.
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Accelerating IT
To learn more about
bringing AI to your
organization, contact us at:
contact@sierrasystems.com
1.877.688.1371

